# Xavier Outside School Hours Care

## SEPTMBER/OCTOBER 2016 VACATION CARE PROGRAM

**Monday 26th September 2016**

**PUBLIC HOLIDAY**

**QUEENS BIRTHDAY**

**Tuesday 27th September 2016**

**CENTRE CLOSED**

**STAGE 4 WORKS POWER UPGRADE**

**Wednesday 28th September 2016**

**Incursion-archae-aus**

Archaeological Excavation 1.00pm - 2pm

- Dig through sand to find artefacts
- Handle authentic historical and Aboriginal artefacts
- Illustrate, trace and colour pictures of artefacts
- Show and tell with stories

**Program aim** - To encourage and develop children’s curiosity about the past and think about how people lived throughout time. MTOP & EYLF Outcome 2

**Thursday 29th September 2016**

**Excursion-Champs at Play**

Indoor Play Centre-30 Brant Rd Kelmscott

**Program aim** - Children to negotiate environments while ensuring the safety and well-being of others. MTOP & EYLF Outcome 3

**Friday 30th September 2016**

**Tie Dyeing Day**

- Learn the art of tie dyeing a T-shirt
- Tie Dye Milk Experiment
- Tie Dye Paper Towel Butterfly

**Program aim** - Children to use a range of skills while experimenting, imagining and exploring patterns and colours. MTOP & EYLF Outcome 4

**Monday 3rd October 2016**

**Technology Day**

**Bring in your Ipad and Electronic Games**

- Playstation 3
- Ipads
- Music/Just Dance

**Program aim** - Children to engage with media and technology for fun. MTOP & EYLF Outcome 5

**Tuesday 4th October 2016**

**Excursion-Mini Golf**

*Murdoch Pines Golf & Recreation Park*

24 Baker Court North Lake

**Program aim** - Children to practice tracking, hand-eye coordination and gross motor skills. MTOP & EYLF Outcome 3

**Wednesday 5th October 2016**

**Xavier OSHC’S Olympic Sports Day**

**Taste of Greece the birth place of the Olympic Games**

- Relays
- Running Races
- Shot Put
- Discus
- Javelin
- Long Jump
- Soccer

**Program aim** - Children to experience food from Greece. MTOP & EYLF Outcome 2

**Thursday 6th October 2016**

**Celebrating World Space Week**

- Constellation Geoboards
- Space Ships
- Sensory Play-Moon Sand

**Program aim** - Children to participate in science activities and learn about constellations. MTOP & EYLF Outcome 4

**Friday 7th October 2016**

**Incursion**

**Glenn Swift Storyteller Extraordinaire 1.30pm-3.00pm**

- Interactive Story Telling
- Balloon Animal Workshop
- Parachute/Playsail Games

**Program aim** - Children to actively engage, interact and enjoy story telling. MTOP & EYLF Outcome 5

---

**Important Information**

Afternoon tea is provided by the centre, a menu is available on request and is on display at the centre. Participants are required to bring along a healthy packed lunch (unless provided as stated on program), morning tea snack, water bottle and hat every day.

All incursions and excursions are included in the fees in this program.

**Program participant’s guidelines**

Children should wear comfortable everyday clothes. Children are required to follow centre rules which are:

- Listen to educators
- Treat people and equipment with respect
- Play nicely together
- Share equipment
- Use your manners

(OSHC Rules made by the children 4/2/16)

**Daily Routine**

- 7.00am Centre opens
- 7.00am-7.30am Breakfast if required (Parent to supply)
- 7.00am – 9.30am Indoor experiences
- 9.30am Morning tea
- 10.00am – 12.00pm Indoor/outdoor experiences
- 12.00pm – 12.30pm Lunch
- 12.30pm–3.30pm Indoor/outdoor experiences
- 3.30pm Afternoon tea
- 4.00pm-6.00pm Indoor/outdoor experiences

**How to enroll**... Fill out booking form and return to centre if already enrolled or obtain an information pack to enroll.

CCB & CCR fee reductions are available.